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- What is secure computation 12 PC

- Oblivious Transfer lot)
- Garbled circuits
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Two - party computation yzpc, :÷÷÷i÷i÷÷÷÷÷÷

In this and the next few lectures
,
we will discuss

secure computation (AHA
. multiparty computation (MPC) ), where multiple

parties. each holding secret inputs, can compute a function on all
their inputs without revealing their inputs to each other!

Today we will focus on the special case of Two-party
computation 12pct

Setting :

sometimes
called the

" functionality
"

Alice knows XE {918
y

Bob knows YE Eo, 1st )
t

Both Alice 31 808 know a function f:{0,13*10,13*710,13*2
PC protocol : Alice and Bob both learn flx.pl,

and nothing else

Note: more generally, we could even have two different functions fa and fo

where Alice learns fake,y) and Bob learns foley).



Examples of 2K problems
2. PC is a Very broad abstraction

,
and many privacy problems can be thought of as

LPC problems:

Yao's millionaire problem : 2 millionaires want to find out who is richer without

revealing how much money they each have
.

f- (Ky ) : output 1 if X>y, 0 otherwise
.

Online advertising : Google 313 Macy's want to find out how successful an ad

campaign is without Fending their own business information
.

Google input : who saw ad

Macy's input : who bought stuff

LPC output :
'Number of people who saw ad and bought

Private contact discovery : which of my contacts use signal ?

My input : contact list

signal input : list of signal users

My 2 PC output : intersection of the lists

signal 's LPC output : nothing 4
Private set Intersection 4ps-4



Even Zero - knowledge can be thought of as a 2.PC :

Alice input : (x
,
w)

Bob input : X

Alice's output : nothing
Bob's output : XII



Defining security for 2k

Two Main kinds of security we can consider :

semi -honest : Alice & Bob follow protocol exactly ( like HVZK)

Malicious : Alice $ Bob can deviate from protocol ( line 2K)

We'll focus on semi - honest security

Def. An interactive protocol LA , B> for functionality f,
f:{0,19×10,13*780,13" must satisfy

correctness : for all inputs x.y C- Eats

Prc CAH
, Bly) > =fCx,y) ] =L

Privacy : There exist efficient simulators Sima
, Simo St. Vx,yGEQB*

sina.lx.flx.gl ) Ic view,CLAW, 8417)

simply, fley) ) K view
,
LEAH

, 0617)



Oblivious Transfer lot)
A surprising land surprisingly useful ) LPC .

We'll see an awesome application
later this lecture.

We'll call the two parties S and R for sender $ receiver

S input : 2 messages mo
, Mi ,

S output: nothing
R input : a selection bit b

,
R output : Mb

S sends m,
to R without knowing what it sent !

R learns Mb and nothing else! ( so S can't just send both)

wellrightdounsecu.tl/forOTexpliciHyeventhough#
a special case of the general IPC security detrition above

.

Def : protocol 25 , RD is an oblivious transfer protocol if it
satisfies these properties :

correctness : V-m.m.EEo.IE
,

Prc output In.mil
,
RCH >Fm ,] -- I

sender Privacy : There exists Sime St
. V-m.in ,

and be Eal}

view (Lstm..mil, RHD) Kc Simrlb, mil

Receiver Privacy: There exists sing It. V-m.in, and be {0,13

views (no.mil, RUSH Kc Sims Imam .)



Building OF ( Oelke -Miceli OT construction )
let G be a group of prime order q with generator GEG .

Let H : G→ {0,1349 be hash function modeled as Random Oracle
.

length of msgs

Construction is based on El -Gamal encryption
slmo.mn?Eoi3' I RCH
-- -

CGGC-
µ£zq ] El -Gand secret net

y. -g
"

) doit::'-policies

x.x-H.ec/g*e8i:o:::YYIy.)
check yogic
(abort it nots

r.,h£Zq yet
- band encryption. we use the hash and a

c.← Cg
"

, Hey.ro) ④ n. ) instead?- just multiplying because m.m.eeo.is
'

Ge Ig", it ④ M. )

_g parse co
-

- ( U
,
V)

decrypt mb←HlU
")⑦ V

ex
El -banal decryption



proof idea :

correctness R has key to decrypt a

Sender privacy follows from C. OH

R only has secret key for one of yo,y.

So only one of co
,
C
, can be decrypted by

the security of the encryption scheme
.

Receiver privacy is information - theoretic

Note that the only message S gets is my,

Out ya is uniformly random in 6 since theIq

And y↳ is uniformly random in 6 since candy, are

and y. . . ← %.

To complete these proofs, we would need to write down simp, Sims and
show they output the right distributions using the ideas above

.



Yao's Garbled circuits

Generic 2 PC protocol for ANY functionality f

f must be represented as a boolean circuit :

ANOIXOR is enough to compute anything→ - ANONOR gates
- No loops
- input wire for each bit of input,
output wire for each bit of output.

Circuit garbling only requires a symmetric encryption scheme 130T!

High - level plan :L . Alice takes circuit for f
,

"garbles
"

it
,
and sends

the circuit to Bob
.

2. Bob uses OT to learn secret information needed
to

"

ungotten
'

the circuit only on Bob's inputs and
finishes the computation.



Warm up : Garbling a single AND gate cam God
L R

Idea : Associate each row of truth table with a ciphertext / /
and each pair of inputs with distinct keys. ①

L R AND

HANK
d

o/;⇒:÷÷
.
:÷÷¥:÷¥ii÷%H.

"
= Co ,

Elki
.
Elk:O)) -- c . .

Etui
,
Ellin

,
111=4 ,

protocol : Alice has input be ,
Bob has input be

1
. Alice Samples keys KI

,
Ki
,
Kk
,
Kk and computes Coo

,
Ca
, Go, Cn ,

sends them all to Bob in random order
, along with HE

2 .

Bob does OT with Alice to get Hi

Alice input : ki . Hi Bob input : be

3
.
Bob tries to decrypt each of C...ca, Go, C. . ,

but

only succeeds with one of them .

The only ciphertext it
can decrypt is the output! Dob sends output to Alice .

Alice's view: OT protocol $ output
Bob's view : cipher texts, OT protocol, random keys H!! Hah

,
output

Both can be simulated using security of Encryption t OT.

Sane idea applies for XOR Application : Romantic cryptography



Garbling a whole circuit
How can Alice use the idea above to garble a full circuit instead
of just one gate ?

×Idea: chain garbled gates ! →

Instead of encrypting oh , encrypt the
inputs to the next gate ! ( except encrypt oh for output wire)

f a

5:12 ⇒ t.fi?n:feFiecni.n:"O l 0 tea His Elk:
,
Elk's

,
kill

l o O 'K'
a te El K'a. Elite , KI 'll

l l l ki n's Etui
,
Elle's

,
H's ))

protocol :
I
.
Alice Garbles full circuit f:{o, 15×6,13%6,133

,
sends

Dobb 4 Cts for each gate , along with all n keys corresponding
to bits of Alice's input.

2
.

Dob does n OTI
,
one for each bit of its input

3- Dot decrypts one ciphertext for each gate from inputs to outputs,
ends xp nth circuit's 0/1 output. sends result to Alice.



Improving Efficiency of Garbled circus

- There is a lot of research in making garbled circuits more efficient
,

and many optimizations to reduce protocol costs
.

We'll mention a few
here

.

- Half-gates optimization allows Alice to send only 2 Cts

per gate instead of 4.

- As described here, OT is performance bottleneck
,
bet this

is no longer the case in practice because of OT extension.
OT extension shows how to extend a few real Ots so you
can do a much larger number of Ots for the save cost.

That is
, you do group operations for a few OTB and then only need

symmetric crypto for the larger number of OTS

- free XOR optimization allows Alice to send nothing atall
for XOR gates, so cost of protocol really depends primarily on
the number of #NO gates in circuit

Idea : - Alice picks a random value R at begins of protocol .

→ instead of choosing random N
,
Hi for each gate, she

chooses random H
' and sets H'← WAR .

- Now XORs can be done with no crypto ops !

define . HI ④ Kj = Hj
then HI ④ His E kI④H%④R=tf①R=k's

K's④ RTs = KI④R①k3=k3⑦R=k's
Nato H's =kI④R⑦Ns①R-- kg



Final note : optimized garbled circuits are very nice, but for many applications it may
prove more efficient to build a custom protocol rather than

evaluating the functionality as a circuit for even thinking of it
as a generic 2pct


